Chain Operated BSXL Premier Roman Blind Fitting and operating Instructions
Your made to measure Roman blind is supplied complete and ready to hang on the brackets supplied, Please read the
following instructions carefully before fitting your blind.
Fixings
The brackets are designed to be used as either top fix (top of the /window recess or ceiling) or face
fixed (wall or window frame). In order to provide the stability for fixing or removing the rail it is
essential that the brackets are fixed securely.
Attaching Brackets
Please note when attaching brackets to their fixings allow a minimum of 2cm from the ends of
the headrail to avoid obstructing the end mechanism. For larger blinds extra bracket(s) will be
supplied and should be fitted evenly between the end brackets.
To attach blind to the brackets you have just fitted simply raise the headrail into position as
illustrated.
When fitting the headrail ensure that the two hooks on the brackets are hooked underneath the
lip in the headrail.
Securing headrail to bracket
Press the headrail in place with a slight upwards pressure, then push the swivel clamp to the left which
will lock the headrail correctly in place.
The fabric on our chain operated Roman blind system can be attached and detached to the headrail
for perfect alignment.
Using the control chain to operate the blind
Pulling gently on the chain in one direction will lower the blind and in the other it will raise. It is
possible that you can lower the blind and by continuing to pull the chain in the same direction the
blind will raise again – you may notice that the blind will pull up unevenly if you do this, so you
should reverse the direction you are pulling the chain in, until the blind lowers and then raises
again, this time evenly.

BSXL Premier Breakaway Control Units (where supplied)
The child safety cog in the control unit will release if sufficient force is pulled on the chain
and the chain and cog will drop to the floor. This is a sprung loaded unit and in event of the
cog being pulled out, before re-inserting, the chain MUST be wrapped back around the cog
BEFORE re-inserting into the control unit. The metal bearing on the end of the cog should
face the outside of the blind, and the toothed face of the cog therefore faces the middle of
the blind. If the cog should be lost, spares are available from your supplier.

Safety devices on the rear of your blind
The manufacturers of your blind and headrail have installed safety devices on the rear of your blind that are
designed to protect toddlers and infants. Incorrect use of the blind (such as jerky operation or over-raising the
blind) may cause these safety devices to operate which will result in the blind failing to raise correctly. These
safety devices are designed to separate, and this is not a fault with the blind – the opposite, in fact. To reset the
devices, they need only to be clipped back together. There are 2 types of these devices which are pictured below:

Furthermore, there is also a blind levelling device below these safety devices which is
prevented from sliding off the lift cord in the event of over-raising by a knot in the cord.
In older blinds the safety devices pictured above may not be present and the levelling device
pictured (right), is the safety device which will allow the cord to slide out, should the blind be
obstructed by a window handle and hopefully not a child. The cord should never be knotted below this device
at any time and should also be attached to the blind (to prevent it falling to the floor if the cord releases and then
becoming a choking hazard).
Careful operation of your blind will ensure smooth operation and a safe environment for toddlers and
infants.
Cleaning instructions
Your blind is not suitable for wet or dry cleaning as this will cause shrinkage. In addition, there are metal
components within the blind which will cause damage to the blind and washing machine if this attempted. You
should only clean your blind by vacuuming with the upholstery brush fitment and the vacuum cleaner turned to its
lowest power setting.

WARNING

Young children can be strangled by loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate the
product.
To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of reach of young children. Cords may become
wrapped around a child’s neck. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords. Do not tie
cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop.
DO NOT ALLOW A CHILD TO OPERATE ANY BLIND
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